
In the beginning…
Science, God, and the origins debate

WHERE’S THE CONFLICT?









• Show the harmony between God, 

the Bible, and science 

• The disconnect is compromising 

our witness to the world 

• We’re losing people…  
               especially our kids

Why this class?



Where’s the conflict?





Do God & Science  
really conflict?





What’s the real conflict?



Theism vs. Materialism
Universe is all that existsUniverse is NOT all  

that exists

Ultimate reality is 
chemistry & physics

The universe explains 
itself bottom up

The universe gives NO 
evidence of God

Ultimate reality is God, 
not the physical universe

The universe requires 
both bottom up and top 

down explanation

The universe gives 
evidence of God



- Stephen Hawking  
Really really smart guy

“Religion is a fairy story for 
those afraid of the dark.“



Statements by 
scientists are not 

necessarily statements 
of science.



- John Lennox  
“God’s Undertaker”

“The fact that there are 
scientists who are at war with 
God is not the same thing as 
science itself being at war with 
God. For example, some 
musicians are atheists. But 
does that mean music itself is 
at war with God? Hardly.”



1. Misunderstanding  
the nature of God 

2. Misunderstanding  
the nature of science

Why the apparent conflict?



Misunderstanding  
the nature of God



“god of the gaps”





“god of the gaps” 
= 

“If I can’t explain it, then 
God must have done it”





“god of the gaps” 
= 

“If I can’t explain it, then 
God must have done it”





- Genesis 1:1 

“In the beginning God 
created the heavens and 
the earth”



- John 1:1-3 

“In the beginning was the 
Word… Through him all 
things were made; without 
him nothing was made that 
has been made.”



Misunderstanding  
the nature of Science



Science can explain 
EVERYTHING

the physical world



Scientism 
= 

all things are 
explainable through 

science





- Ludwig Wittgenstein

“The great delusion of 
modernity is that the laws of 
nature explain the universe 
for us. The laws of nature 
describe the universe, they 
describe the regularities, but 
they explain nothing.”





Science & Religion 
explain different things



Science
metaphysicalphysical

Religion

who? 
why?

what? 
how?



God gave us both His 
Word and His World. 

They do not disagree. 
They work together.
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